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OF A KAEHLERIAN MANIFOLD 

By U-Hang Ki and Jae-Ryong Kim 

O. Introduction 

In recent years a number of authors has studied infinitesimal variations of 
submanifolds of Riemannian and Kaehlerian manifolds (cf. [lJ , [2J , [3J). 

On the other hand, Y. Tashiro and S. Tachibana showed some characteristic 
properties of Fubinian and C-Fubinian manifolds in their paper [6], where the 
notion of C-Ioxodromes was introduced in an almost contact manifold with 

affine connection. 

The purpose of the present paper is to study infinitesimal variations of a 

Sasakian hypersurface of a Kaehlerian manifold which carry C-Ioxodromes to 

.C-Ioxodromes. Such an infinitesimal variation will be called in this paper an 

infinitesimal CL-variation. 
In S 1, we state some properties on almost contact metric structures induced 

,on a hypersurface from the Kaehlerian structure of the ambient manifold. 

In S 2, we consider infinitesimal variations of a hypersurface of a Kaehle
‘rian manifold and obtain variations of structure tensors of almost contact 

lmetric structure induced on the hypersurface, and those of the Christoffel 

symbols and second fundamental form of the hypersurface. 

In the last S 3, we consider an infinitesimal CL-variation which carries a 

Sasakian- hypersurface of a Kaehlerian manifold into a hypersurface of the 

‘ same kind. 

1. PreIiminaries 

M2n+2 (n> 1) be a real (2n+2)-dimensional Kaehlerian manifold covered by 

a system ofcoordinate neighborhoods {U; xh
} and F샤 be its almost complex 

:structure tensor and gji its almost Hermitian metric tensor, where here and 
in the sequel, the indices h, ι j , k,... run over the range {I, 2, ... , 2n 十2}. Then 

‘we have 

(1.1) Fz.t Fth = -양， F/ F/gts=gji' 
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(1. 2) VjFth=0, 

where "Vj denotes the operator of covariant differentiation with respect to the 

Ch따offel symbols rJi formed with 휩· 
Let M2n+1 be a (2n十 l)-dimensional orientable Riem annian rnanifold covered 

by a system of coordinate neighborhoods {V; ya} and gcb be its fundamental 

metric tensor, where here and in the sequel, the indices a, b, c,.... run over 

the range {1, 2, ... , 2n+ 1}. We assume that M 2n + 1 is isometrically immersed 

into M211+2 by the immersion i : M2n+1_• M2n+2 and identify i(M2η +1) with 

M2η -rl. We represent the immersion by 
Xh=Xh(ya) 

and put 

Bbh=ÒbXh, Òb=Ò/Ò/ 

Then B/ are 2n+ 1 linearly independent vectors of M2n+2 tangent to M2n+1. 

Since the immersion i is isometric, we have 

(1. 3) gcb =gjzBcjBb z. 

We represent the unit normal to M2n+1 by Ch• We then have 

(1. 4) gjiB/ CZ=O; gjiCJCz= 1. 

As to the transforms of Bb h and Ch by F/ we have 

(1. 5) F/B김=fba Bah+자Ch， Fi hct= -faBak, 

2n+1 where f b
a is a tensor field of type (1, 1), 자 a 1-form of M~n -t l and fa=fõg 

a vector field of M 2n
+1, la being contravariant components of gcb. 

From (1. 3), (1. 4) and (1. 5) we get 

(1. 6) fab=BaiFzh Bbh , fb=Bb iF션Ch’ 
where Bah=Bb igbagth, Ch=gthCi. 

Denoting by r~b the Christoffel symbols formed with gcb' then it is well 
known that rJi and r~b are related by 

(1. 7) r~b=(òcBb h+rJiB잖)B2 

where B싫=BcjBbz. 

We define the van der Waerden-Bortolotti covariant derivative of Bb 
h and Ch 

along M2n+1 by 

(1. 8) "VcBb h=òcB/2+rJß잖- r~bBa h, "VcCh=òcCh十rZBcjCZ，
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respectively. 

Then the equations of Gauss and Weingarten are written as 

(1. 9) VcBb h=hcbCh, VcCh= - hc a Ba h, 

2n+l where hCb is the second fundamental tensor of M<.n+L and hc a=hcbgoa• 

Applying F to the both sides of (1.5) and using (1. 1), (1. 3), (1.4) and 

(1. 5) , we find 

(1.10) 
Ib efe a=_염+fbfa， fb efe=O, fe afe=O, f e!e=l, 

fc eib d ged=gcb- fcfb' 

Equation (1. 10) shows that the set (자 a, gcb' ib) defines the so-caIIed almost 
contact metric structure on M2n+l. 

Differentiating (1. 6) covariantly along M2n+l and taking account of (1.9), 

we find out 

(1.11) Vcfb a= -hcbfa+hc a ib, Vcfb=-hceft. 

we now consider the tensor field Scb a defined by 

(1.12) Scb a =Ncba+(VJb-Vbfc)fa, 

where N cb
a is the Nijenhuis tensor formed with fb

a 
: 

N cb
a =f/Vefba-fbeVef/- (Vcf/- Vbf/)j염. 

When the tensor field Scba vanishes identicaIIy, the almost contact metric 

structure (fba, gcb' f b) is said to be normal. 

Thus if the almost contact metric structure is normal, then we have from 

(1. 10), (1.11) and (1. 12) 

(1.13) fcekea -keef감=0， he a fe=hfa , 

where h=hcbfcfb. 

When the almost contact metric structure (자a’ gcb' 자) satisfies 

(1. 14) Vcfb-Vbfc=2jμ， 

the structure is said to be contact. 、

Substituting (1. 11) into (1. 14), We obtain 

(1. 15) fLekea+kcefea=2fca. 

When the almost contact metric structure is normal and contact, we caII 
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the structure a Sasakz"an strμctμre. For a Sasakian structure, we have (1.13), 

(1.15) and consequently 

fc ehea=fc
a, 

from which, transvecting f/, 

(1, 16) hcb=gcb十 (h-1)fcflr

Thus (1. 11) becomes 

(1. 17) \1cfb
a

= -gcbfa+δ~fb' \1cfb=j니· 

Consequently by using the Ricci identity, we have 

(1.18) faKdcba=fdgcb-fcgdb' faKc a=2까， 

K dcb a and K ba being the curva ture and Ricci tensor of M2π+ 1 respectively. 
On the other hand, equations of Gauss and Codazzi are respectively written 

as 

(1.19) Kdcba=KkjihB짧+h/hcb-h/hdb， 

Kkjz h B짧C’h=\1 dhcb- \1 chdb’ 

Kkj/ being the curvature tensor of M2n+2, where B짧=BdkBcjBbtBah， 
B짧=Bdk Bcj B bz. 

2. Infinitesimal variations of hypersurface of a Kaehlerian manifold 

Now we consider an infinitesimal variation of the hypersurface M2n+l in 
M2n+2 given by 

(2.1) 삼=Xh+한(y)e， 

한 being a vector field of M2n+2 defined along M2n+l, where e is an infinite

simal, We then have 

Eb h=Bb h+ (ab용h)e， 

where R야=ab상 are 2n+ 1 linearly independent vectors tangent to the varied 
hypersurface at the varied point ('Xh

). 

We disp1ae vectors E납 parallely from the varied point ('Xh
) to the original 

point (xh
) and obtain the vectors 

Eb h=Eb k十F값(x+양)용j Ebi e 

at the point (xh
) , or 
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(2.2) Ebh=Bbh+(Fbah)e, 

neglecting the terms of order higher than one with respect to e, where 

(2.3) Vb암=ÒÓçh+rJiBó짱. 

1n the sequel we always 끄eglect terms of order higher than one with respect 
to e. 

Putting 

δBbh=Ebh-B삼. 

we have from (2.2) 

(2.4) δBb h=(Vbçh)e. 

1f we put 

용h=용aBah十Àc"， 

we have 

(2.5) Vb얀=C"Vb람 -Àhb a)Ba h 十(Vbλ+hbe용B) c"， 

where ~a and À being respectively a vector field and a scalar function on 
M2n+l 

When the tangent space at a point (xh
) of the submanifold and that at the 

corresponding point (x선 of the deformed submanifold are paralIel, that is, 

P아+hbe람=0， we say that the variation is parallel. And if ~a=O， that is, if 
the variation vector 얀 is normaI to the submanifold, we say that the variation 

is χorηzal ([1]). 

Now we denote by Ch the unit normaI to the varied hypersurface and by Ch 

the vector obtained from Ch by paralIel displacement of Ch from the point (x낀 
to (xh

). Then we have 

(2.6) Ch=Ch十F있(x十훨)ëCie. 

We put 

δch=강-c". 

Then δch， being orthogonal to Ch, is of the form 

δc"=ηaBa ks, 

ηa being a vector field on M2n+l. Thus from (2.6) and the Iast two equations, 
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we have 

(2.7) Ch=Ch_ r삶℃닝十ηaBa he. 

Applying the operator δ to BbJC2gji=0 and using (2.4), (2.5) and δgji=O， we 

find 

ηb=- (\1야十hbla) ， 

where T/b=ηCgcb' Thus we have 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

δch = - (\1aA. 十hb양b)Bahe， 

강=앙 -r삶jcig- (Vaλ十kbtZ암) Bahe, 

.W here \1a = gab\1 b' 

Now applying the operator δ to (1. 5) and using δFih=O， (1. 5), (1. 11), (2.4) , 
(2.5) and (2.8) , we have 

iJfb a= [Æj암十A.ctb ehe a ~ hb e fea) + f b(\1aA.) - (\1bA.)fa] e, 

(2.10) δfb = [Æfb - A.hb e fe - fb e\1 eA.] e, 

òfa= [Æfa十 (\1eA.)fea十 A.feh ea] e, 

where Æfb
a, Æfb' Æfa denote respectively the Lie derivatives of f b

a, 자 andr 
with respect to the vector field 감 in M2n서 ([1], [2]) , those are 

(2.11) 

ÆN=~e\1ej암+ (\1 b~e) fe a - (\1 eSa) fb e, 

Æfb=~e\1efb十 (\1be)fe, 

Æfa=용e\1e f
a - (\1 e~a)fe. 

A variation of a submanifold for which δfba=O is said to be f-preserving 

([2]) , 

Applying the operator δ to (1. 3) and using δgji=O， (2.4) and (2.5), we get 

(2.12) δgcb= [Ægcb -2A.hcb] e, 

where Ægcb denotes the Lie derivative of gcb with respect to 얀， that is. 

(2. 13) Ægcb=\1c용b十\1b홍c' (~b=~Cgcb)' 

A variation of a submanifold for which δgcb=O is said to be z-sonzetric and 

that for which δgcb is proportional to gcb is said to be confornzal ([1]). 

On the other hand, It is well known that ([1], [2]) the variations of the 
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'ChristoffeI symboIs and the second fundamentaI form of the hypersurface 

M 2n +1 are of the form 

(2.14) 
δr~b = L，er~b - V cC Ahb a) - V b (Ahc a) + Va(Ahcb)J e, 

δhcb = [;f;hcb十VcVbA十ACKk/CkB싫Ch-hceh/)Je， 

where ;f;r~b and ;f;hcb denote respectively the Lie derivatives of r~b and hcb' 

these are 

;f;r~b=vcVb얀+ Kdcb양d， 
(2. 15) 

l ;f;lzcb=SdV dhCb+hceVb용e 十hebVcSe•

A variation of a submanifold for which δr~b=O is said to be atfine ([1]). 

3. Infinitesimal normal CL-variations of Sasakian hypersurfaces of a 
Kaehlerian manifold 

Let xh=i(ya(t)) be a curve on M2n+l, parametrized by any parameter t. 

Then we have 
., h ",_ 

(3. 1) E조-=B-h 므XZ--
dt -(1 dt ’ 

(3.2) -d2xh 

dt2 
h'\ dyCdl 

= (ò ß /} -:，~ ~;íf 十B.h

dt dt 

’S ubstituting (1. 8) and (1. 9) into (3.2) ,ve have 

d 2xh , nll dx j dx i _,_ /,11 dyc dyb 
’ ----TF -- --=k C --- ---+ 

dtι 
I l ji dt dt -"cbv dt dt I 

d2ya 

dt2 

2__b 
d~y 

dt2 
• 

• dyc d:'1J~’ \ + r;b <"j
f --':::1 - ) ó dt dt ) 

Thus the C-Ioxodrome in an almost contact metric space M2n+l in terms of 

parameter t is represented by the form in M2n+2 

셔2 tyh ,. 셔γj 
:二.十r“.二

.. 

d t2 
I l }1 dt 

γZ h dyc 
:---=k C-「T
dt 

dyb 
’ dt I 

dy (l 

α (t) ~::l 
a dyc 

十4fifb{r
dyb 
dt 

where α (t) is a function of t and b is a constant ([4J , [6J). 

Now we write it down in the form 

(3.3) d2xh 

dt2 

ι 서γj 

+rJe 二~dt 

dxZ 
L ”

k dyc 
dt -'.cbν dt 

dyb 
dt 

十 {α (t)브파+A(fJt+fbfca)띄
c 

dt ''''JcJO'Jb 
dyb l n h 
dt J‘ 

Bnh 
a' 

If thc variation carries C-Ioxodromes in M21l +1 into C-Joxodromes in the 
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deformed manifold, we can find 

(3.4) 
,12-;;h , 
ζ쓴-+r장(x) 
dtë. ‘ 

dx J 

dt 
보효=n .. Ch l갤c 

dt 
dyò 
dt 

十여(t)꽉뜸十B(f~좌a+ 좌1/)검캄 dyò 
dt 

where ß(t) is a function of t and B is a constant. 
dxh dxh , ,.." f>h~ dyc Since w;τ-=--7r-+(8c웅 ) ~::， e, we obtain 

(3.5) d 2xh _ d 2 xh , r ;:J;:J f> h" 
dyc 

? =~중-+(àc앓 ) ~dt 
dtι dt"!. 

dyb h d21,b 
. _; , e十 (àò한)ζ← dtë. 

n h', 
ιJa 

Substituting (3.5) into (3.4), we have by the straightforward computation, 

dya 
(3.6) 탬-펴= {ß(t) -α(t)} ~.;， ' 

+B(짧a+1ò상)뽑 웰-A C!c!òa+좌f~a )캘
C dyb 

dt 

Denoting by δF$=T$-l강， δff=ff- ff and δfc = 1 c - fc. and using the usuall 

progress for the equation derived from (3.6) , we can obtain 

(3. 7) δr~ò=pc댐+Pb야十aC!cfò
a+ 좌fca) 十ß{δ(fcN+자fca)L 

where α and β are constants, and Pc is a vector field. 

Such a variation will be called an infimïesiηzal CL-varz'ation in this paper;;_ 

Contracting a and c in (3.7) and using (2.14), we see that ‘ 

2(n+1)pc=VcCVeçe- À.he e)e, 

which denotes that Pc is a gradient. 

From (3.7) we have 

Vdδr~ò=(V dPc)δ$十 (VdPò)δg+α(fcav dfò+ fòV dfc
a
+ fòav dfc+ fcV dN) 

+ßVd [δC!cN十 fòfc
a)] • 

Substituting this into the folIowing identity [3] 

(3.8) δKdcòa=Vdδr~ò-vcδr~ò' 

and using the structure equations we get 

(3.9) δKdcba=δ~VdPb-δ~VcPb十α(2N fdc+ fcafdò - f/ j나) ‘ 
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+a(2fJbδ;- fJagdb- 2fdfbδ~+ fdfagcb) 

+β'Vd {δC!Jba+ fbfca)}-β'Vc {δ C!dfb
a十 fbf:)} , 

and contracting d and a in (3.9) we have 

(3.10) δKcò= -2n'Vc(Jb- 2α {g cb - (2n + l)fJb} 十ß'Vd {δC!c /i잉十 fbf/)}. 

Transvecting (3.9) with f a, we obtain 

(3.11) faδKdcba=jπd(Jb-fd'Vc(Jb十αC!dgcb-fcgdb)

+ ßfa'Vd {δ(fJt+ fbfca)} -ßfa'Vc {δ(fdN+fbf;)}. 

Now we assume that the infinitesimal CL-variation carries a Sasakian hyper

surface into a hypersurface of the same kind. Taking the operator δ of the 

both sides of the first equations of (1.18) and substituting (3.11) into the

equations thus obtained, we get 

(3.12) KdcbaCδfa)=(δfd)gcb+fdδgcb- (àfc)gdb-fcδgdb 

-jπd(Jb+fd'Vc(Jb-αC!dgcb-fcgdb) 

-ßfa'Vd {δ(fJba+ fdc
a
)} +ßfa'Vc {'δC!dfb

a+ fbf;)}. 

Transvecting this ￦ith gcb, we then have 

(3. 13) K/(δfa) =2n(àfd) + fd(gCb，δ'gcb + 'Va(Ja) 

-fa(δ'g da + 'Va(Jd) - 2nαid+β(fcgdb-fdgcb) (δgC앙. 

In the same way, transvecting (3.12) with fd and using (1. 18), we get 

(3.14) δgcb= - 'Vc(Jb+fcCfaδg ab + fa 'Va(Jb) +α(gcb-fc자) 

+ßfdfa'Vd{δC!cfb a十 fbfca)} - ßfdfa 'Vc {δC!dfb
a+ fbf;)}. 

Taking the skew-symmetric part of (3.14) and transvecting the equations 

thus obtained with fa and substituting this into (3. 14), we have 

THEOREM 3. 1. In a Sasakz'an hypet앙trfaces of a Kaehlerz'an man‘,!old with an 

infùzitesz'ηzal CL-νarz'atz"on whz'ch carries a Sasakz'an hypersμrface z'nto a hypersurface 

01 the saηze k z'nd, the follow z'ng relatio1Z holds: 

(3.15) δ'gcb= - 'Vc(Jb十rfJb+α(gcb-fJb)

+ßfdfa'Vd{δ(fcföa + fbfca)} -ßf앙<a'Vc {δ(fdfba十 fbf;)}， 
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where r=fafb(δgab+"VaPb)' 

THEOREM 3.2. 1f the in/z"쩌tesz-mal CL-var상tz'on Ca1γying a Sasakian hyper

suγface 쩌to a hypersurface of the same kind is parallel and normal, the follo

wing relatz'on holds: 

(3.16) δgcb= - \1cPb+e (gcb+fJb) 

.wheγe e=α-}..hβe=constant. 

PROOF. If the variation is parallel and normal, (3.7) becomes 

(3. 17) δr~b=p/jb十Pbδ~+eUcN+fbfca)

:because of (1.lO)and (2.10), where e=α-λhße. 

From (3.17) we have 

(3.18) δKdcba=δ~VdPb-δd\1cPb+e(2Nfdc十fcafdb-f%fcb)

+e(2fJb캠 一fJagdb- 2fdfb야+fdfagcb) 

+(fcN+fbf，깐(\1 ß) - (f dN + f bf:)( \1ce), 

(3.19) δKcb= -2n\1cPb-2e{gcb- (2n十I)fJb} 十UJba+fbfc
a)(\1lJ).

In the same way, we have 

(3.20) δgcb=- "VcPb十fcUa，δ'gab+f a
\1 aPb) +e(gcb - fcfõ) , 

-from which 

fb(δgcb十\1cPb)=rfc‘
:Substituting this into (3.20) we have 

(3.21) . δg cb = - \1 cPb +rfJb + e(g cb - fJb)' 

‘ 

From the last equations of (1.18), taking the operator δ of the variation, 
we have 

Kc d (，δ'fd)+fd(δKc d)=2n(òfc)' 

-This equation can be represented as following: 

(3.22) fdKceCδgde)+f d(δKcd)=2n(δ'fc)-K/(δ'fd). 
Substiting (3.19) and (3.21) into (3.22) and using (1.10) and (1.18), we 

’ obtain 

f dKce\1d pe -2nχfc -2nf d\1cPd十4nefc+fcd\1ß=O. 
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Transvecting this with fC and using (1.18), we get 28=r. 

Substituting this results into the identity ([3]) 

Vdδgcb=gceδr~b+gbeδIτc 

and using (1.17), we get 

(3.23) -VdVcPb+ (gcb十fcfb)(Vd8) =2Pdgcb +Pcg db +PbgdCO 

By the Ricci identity, this equation is ￦ritten as 

(3.24) K dcbapa + (g cb +fcfb)(V d8) - (g db十fdfb)(Vc8)=Pdgcb -Pc1J db' 

where f=gabPb· 

Transvecting this with fCfb , and using the last equations of (1. 18), we have 

(3.25) V d8=(feVe8)fd. 

And again transvecting (3. 24) with gdb, we can have 

Kc epe=2n(pc-Vc8) , 

by the virtue of (3.25). Transvecting this with fC and using (1. 18), we get 

(3.26) f eVe8=0. 

Thus (3.25) and (3.26) complete our theorem. 

Now we are going to prove our main theorm. 

THEOREM 3.3. Let M2n+l be a Sasakz'an hypersurface of a Kaehlerz'an ηza%z-
fold M2n+2. If an 쩌ifz"쩌tesz'ηzal parallel and normal CL-varz'atz"on, or a1Z f

preservz'ng infinzïeszomal CL-varz'atz"on for μ，hz'ch δ1c=O can’z'es a Sasakian hyper
surface M 3n+1 into a hypersurface of the same kz'nd, then the follow z'ng five 

statements are equivalent: 

(1) the vαriation is z'sometrz'c, 

(2) the varz'ation z's affz'1ze, 

(3) the variatz"on z's conformal, 
(4) the varz'ati01z ψreserves the curvature te1zsor, 
(5) the νarz'atz"on preserνes the Ricci tensor. 

PROOF. It is sufficient to show that at the case the infinitesimal CL-variation 

is parallel and normal. In fact, if the variation is f-preserving and δ1c=O， 

(3.7) and (3.17) show 8=α. 
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lf the variation is affine, then we see from (3.17) by contracting a and c 
Pc=O and 8=0. 

Consequently from (3.16) we obtain that the variation is isometric. 
Now we are going to prove that if the variation is confromal then it is 

isometric since the isometric variation is confromal ([1]). 
By this assumption and (3. 16) we get 

(3.27) V cPb=(8-2Ae)gcb+ßfcfb’ 

where A is a scalar. 
From (3.27) we have 

(3.28) f bVcPb = Bfc, B=2(8-Ae). 

Differentiating this covariantly, we can have 

f/(VcPb)+fb(V dVcPb)=(V dB)fc+ Bfdc' 

Substituting (3.23) into this and transvecting fdf/. we have 

Pefa
e 

=0, 

from which 

Pa=(pJC)fa. 

Again differentiating this covariantly and using the structure equations and 
(3.28), we have 

Vcpa=Bfafc十(PefC)fca'

Since Pa is gradient. the last equation shows that 

Pefe=O, 

which implies Pa=O, and consequently we have from (3.28), 8=Ae. 

Using this results we get from (3.27) 

8(gcb-fcf꾀=0. 

which implies 8=0 and consequently implies that the variation is isometric. 
Thus these results and (3.18) show that the variation preserves the curγature 
and Ricci tensor. 

FinaIIy we assume that the variation preserves the Ricci tensor, then (3.19) 
can be represented as foIIowing: 

nVcPb= - 8 {gcb - (2n+ l)fcfb} ’ 

from which, we see that 
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(3.29) fbVcPb=2더fc. 
Comparing (3.28) with (3.29), we can easiIy find out 

Pb=O, 8=0. 

These complete our theorem. 

Kyungpook University 
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